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ANOTHER SEA AWAITS YOU
CLOVIS SAIL YACHT

Be men of the sea on board Clovis Sail Yacht.

Remember the first time you saw the sea? The first time you 
smelled its scent? And the first time you crossed it by boat? 
The strange feeling of being standing or sitting while the sea 
flows beneath you. Perhaps those memories are too far and 
deep to make them re-emerge instantly. It is not a problem 
because a new "first time" is already on the horizon.

Get on board to experience navigation like you've never 
done before.

Clovis is much more than a sailboat, at your disposal as a 
private charter, corporate or during an event. Clovis is an idea 
able to float and move, an attitude able to be pushed by the 
wind, a sailing philosophy able to achieve high performance, 
in perfect balance with the marine ecosystem. Relaxation 
and fun with awareness and respect, because it is only in this 
way that a holiday becomes an unforgettable experience. An 
indelible memory that will change forever the meaning and 
the idea that the word "sea" calls to your mind. Your new 
"first time" with the sea.



Set sail for new places, along new routes, to beautiful 
islands, untouched places and nature reserves. Traveling 
with Clovis you will not only discover them, but you 
will also appreciate their extraordinary value and their 
important function in the marine ecosystem, appreciating 
the sea as you have never done before.

Life on board Clovis offers the opportunity to restore the 
ancestral balance of man with nature, with his forces and 
with his elements. Sun, wind and sea thus become an 
opportunity to discover new aspects of your character 
and inner natural reserves, bringing back sensations and 
emotions that have long been hidden.

An experience destined to renew your way of observing 
and thinking about nature, its continuous gifts and the 
cycle of life itself. On board Clovis you travel in balance 
with the sea. A balance made of respect but also of 
adventure for the most daring.

LIFE-CHANGING JOURNEYS
ITINERARIES



A rich territory with a range of alternative itineraries that range 
between nature, history and tradition. Nature itself seems to 
have destined its greatest wonders to this land: mountains, 
hills, and above all the sea which, with its incredible colours, 
the transparency of the waters and the beauty of its seabed, 
excels over other seas.

In this land, the Mediterranean offers such unique and intense 
scenarios, aromas and flavors that only uncontaminated 
nature can offer.

Just think of the islands surrounding Sicily: Aeolian, Aegadian, 
Pelagie and Ustica: so similar in the beauty of their territory 
and so peculiar in nature, tradition, art and history. Not to 
forget the evocative volcanoes, some of which have never 
subsided such as Etna and Stromboli.

Airport of Palermo PMO
Airport of Trapani TPS
Airport of Catania CTA
Airport of Pantelleria PNL

Aeolian Islands
Aegadian Islands
Pelagie Islands

Port of Palermo (www.portpalermo.it)
Port of Trapani (www.portotrapani.it)

Airports

Suggested itineraries

Ports

SICILY
DESTINATION

Lipari



A beautiful area of islands, considered the 7 pearls of Sicily. They are the 
timeless Aeolian Islands: fascinating, diverse, welcoming.

From Stromboli, the roaring volcano that offers primordial panoramas and 
emotions to Filicudi, enchanted and wild with its La Canna stack and the 
magical village of Pecorini a Mare, passing through the poetic Salina with 
its vines overlooking the sea that surround Pollara and all its wonderful 
coast... up to the fun and intriguing Panarea, and then be amazed by Lipari, 
which enchants with its turquoise pumice waters.

Stromboli, an island with strong energy and unique characteristics. In 
addition to magical contrasts between land and sea, it offers one of the 
most unique shows in the world: the "Sciara dei Sassi". Here one side of the 
volcano, still active today, is subject to frequent lava eruptions and due to 
the landslides some stones at the top of the mountain begin to roll and 
plunge into the sea with incredible splashes.

Salina, to be visited from land as well as from the sea to admire wonderful 
colours. In Salina they produce a typical sweet wine called Malvasia delle 
Lipari, fruit of the volcanic earth, and the very famous capers.

Panarea, more social and nocturnal than the others, with characteristic 
streets that intersect to form the small town. Worth visiting is the islet of 
Basiluzzo, a rock stack surrounded by a splendid sea of a thousand colours. 
Famous as a favorite destination for VIPs and film sets.

Alicudi and Filicudi, with fantastic green rocks which, with their height 
and vegetation, stand out on the horizon in a cobalt blue sea. The nearest 
Filicudi is a splendid island where time has stopped. The ruins of a Neolithic 
village can be visited. Capers and figs are produced here. The Grotta del Bue 
Marino is famous. Alicudi, on the other hand, is a completely uninhabited 
nature reserve and difficult to land on, but splendid from the sea. There are 
no means of transport, only mules and caravans are used.

AEOLIAN ISLANDS
ITINERARY

Panarea

Vulcano

Filicudi

Lipari



Lampedusa Lampedusa

Pantelleria

Three undisputed pearls of the most extreme South of Italy.

Lampedusa, a limestone island considered one of the most beautiful 
in the world. The transparency of its crystalline waters, as in Cala 
Pulcino or the Isola dei Conigli reserve, thanks to the very white 
limestone sand, offers unparalleled underwater visibility.

Pantelleria, a volcanic island whose hinterland rich in vegetation 
has allowed the development of the cultivation of exceptional 
products such as grapes, capers, wine and figs. All on the slopes of 
Montagna Grande, a true "balcony overlooking the sea".

Finally, Linosa, small but with peculiar characteristics including Cala 
Pozzolana, the caldera of a volcano that has half collapsed into the 
sea.

PELAGIE ISLANDS
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